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• Far and near, fair and foul, spirits of the first
and shadows of the third. Your quest is to
travel to the Lands Between, a land of magic
and a mystical setting where the players that
you meet are Elden Lords. A vast world in
which you will have to make strategic combat
decisions in 3D battles between humans and
elves that range from the grand to the
grotesque. A multilayered story, a myth, and
an epic drama where the various thoughts of
the characters intersect in the Lands Between.
Game Introduction FEATURES: ・
Customization: Create your own character
Build your character according to your
playstyle, such as increasing your muscle
strength to become a strong warrior, or
mastering magic. ・ Customize weapons,
armor, magic The game allows you to freely
combine weapons, armor, and magic and
develop your character according to your
playstyle. ・ Open-World with Dungeons: A vast
world where open fields with a variety of
situations and huge dungeons with complex
and three-dimensional designs are seamlessly
connected. ・ Hordes of Elden, endless hordes
of humanoids and monsters An infinite number
of enemies are waiting for you on the field,
and you may have difficulty dealing with them
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all if you do not prepare your strategy well. ・
Asynchronous Multiplayer that Takes a
Different Approach A cross-server online
system for the first time in an MMORPG! Play
against others asynchronously! You can play
at any time without being forced to
synchronize with others. Play alone or
cooperate with others asynchronously. TEAM
COMPETITION: ・ Multiplayer Online Battle:
Collaborate with others to defeat monsters,
defeat the enemies of the Light, and become
an Elden Lord. ・ 4vs4 multiplayer based on
large-scale clashes Complex and entertaining
battles unfold between four players. ・ Online
Competitive Matchmaking: Join online matches
and participate in extensive battles with cool
and helpful players. ・ Role Playing: Develop
your character to become an Elden Lord by
acting in accordance with the ethical rules of
the Elden Ring. RABBIT FALLS · Tiger Hill ·
Demon’s Scar · Demon’s Eyrie · Desert
Crossing · Dragon’s Ridge · Wolf’s Nest ·
Dragon Cave · Dragon

Features Key:
Brain Age RPG - A new RPG experience that is simultaneously challenging and simple
Unique fantasy world - A vast world where unexplored areas and dungeons open up
limitless possibilities
Customizable character - Choose to develop your character according to your play style
Choices with consequences - A perception system that informs the way you will progress
in the game
A dramatic story - An epic drama in which you dive into the story with several parallel
playthroughs
A free and open world - A vast world that is connected and open without artificial
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restriction
Online Multiplayer - Play with others in real time or set in an asynchronous environment
Local Multiplayer - Develop a party of up to four characters in real time on the same
Nintendo Switch

How to play:

The game can be played in single-player or with up to three friends in either a normal multiplayer
or online multiplayer configuration. There are two ways to register local multiplayer before
starting the game:

Local Multiplayer by Nintendo Switch MILITARY-STYLE: For the purpose of communication,
the Party Members will always have the same voice in Japanese language.
Local Multiplayer by Nintendo Switch ENGLISH-STYLE: The Party Members will all speak in
English.

Characters and Optional Rules

Main characters: 롭 

Secondary characters: 롣한에  

Rules: 휙합니다 

★ Premium Rules
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